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it. 8. Cosmic Egg: The outermost egg that holds all the other "eggs

Egg: The outermost egg that holds all the other "eggs within eggs" of

the other "eggs within eggs" of creation. 9. Hova Body Integration: This is

"eggs within eggs" of creation. 9. Hova Body Integration: This is the process
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around in an egg called: (a) A body of matter (b) A

Page:  5

are: (a) Eggs within eggs (b) Morphogenetic fields (c) Like the

a) Eggs within eggs (b) Morphogenetic fields (c) Like the artwork called
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They are energy eggs that we exist within. 7. What is the advantage or

Page:  74

identity. 3. Cosmic Egg: The golden egg you created in the exercise. It is

Egg: The golden egg you created in the exercise. It is your connection to

Take this energy egg with you wherever you go as a golden bubble of

consciousness in this egg at all times. 4. Blue Star of David image: Taps
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the large energy egg with which you surround yourself in the exercise? (a)

The gold energy egg around you expands from the 8th dimension through the (
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identity. 3. Cosmic Egg: The golden egg you created in the exercise. It is

Egg: The golden egg you created in the exercise. It is your connection to

Take this energy egg with you wherever you go as a golden bubble of

consciousness in this egg at all times. 4. Blue Star of David image: Taps
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the large energy egg with which you surround yourself in the exercise? (a)

The gold energy egg around you expands from the 8th dimension through the (
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an "energy egg" within which manifest reality occurs. Within this Sphere of energy,
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provide the human egg required to foster the hybrid embryo most often do not

Zionite encounters. The eggs from such women are used to create the "whites,"

females are the egg donors, but will not have the experience of pregnancy in

not simply "egg donors" but serve as surrogate mothers for another version of

Page:  47

those derived from egg-donor conceptions, which allows for certain advantages. These beings
possess

whites born of egg donation and non-biological insemination, who cannot usually endure
interdimensional
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contained within the egg. For this reason many adolescent females are being led into
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like an "egg" of energy. S. INHALE and repeat the Mantra again, then
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in an "egg" of energy. The Astral Body corresponds to the 4"" Heart

Imagine the "egg" shape of the Astral Body around you, and visualize it
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their clothes like beggars, so they might approach the city of Jerusalem as unassuming

Jerusalem as unassuming beggars. Ma"a, again manifesting in tangibly physical form, taking
on the
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like an "egg" of energy 5. INHALE and repeat the Mantra again, then
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in an "egg" of energy. The Astral Body corresponds to the 4th Heart

Imagine the "egg" shape of the Astral Body around you, and visualize it
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COSMIC EGG: Cosmic Radial Bodies and the 15 God-Cells of the

the "Cosmic Egg". The final 8 God Cells form the Ecka-ManU Flame

the "Cosmic Egg", as the last 8 Cells become the "yoke" at

sphere or Cosmic Egg, surrounding-the perpetual creation that takes place within its core.

the original Cosmic Egg, is repeated once more within the Amoraea Crystal, creating a
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energy body "egg" capsule of the auric field, in which the D-4
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tiny Maharic-Silver-Egg, the cosmic Amoraea Egg, encased within a deep-Azure-blue

the cosmic Amoraea Egg, encased within a deep-Azure-blue spherical standing-wave.
Imagine

of the Amoraea Egg within the Azurite Crystal. You have entered the place of

Source. The Amoraea Egg, within the Amoraea Gateway and Manu Azurite Flame, is the

Pale-silver Amoraea Egg, within the Eternal Azurite Flame of the deep-Azure-blue

into the Amoraea Egg. EXHALE gently, filling the Amoraea Egg with Maharic Current. Imagine

filling the Amoraea Egg with Maharic Current. Imagine now that the Amoraea Egg has

that the Amoraea Egg has begun to awaken, responding to your intention and desire

... The Amoraea Egg now fills with pulsating Pale-silver Maharic Light, and expands,

a beautiful, shimmering Egg of Eternal Life. Imagine now that you can SENSE the

Page:  181

feel the Amoraea Egg fully encasing your physical body, and that an Azurite Flame

within the Amoraea Egg capsule. Extend your imagination to remember that beyond the
Azurite

th e Amoraea Egg you and God-Source are one. You ARE NOW your

of the Amoraea Egg around your physical body. INHALE, and imagine that the Maharic

drawing the Amoraea Egg, Azurite Flame and Azurite Crystal back into the Azur-A.
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within the Amoraea Egg within the Azurite Flame and Azurite Crystal at the Azur-

within the Amoraea Egg. EXHALE Maharic Current into your Silver· Sanctum, using the

it (Amoraea Egg, Azurite Flame, Azurite Crystal) through and outside of the physical
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into the Amoraea Egg at the center of the Azurite Flame within the Azurite

Azur-A Amoraea Egg, then EXHALE forcefully, using the Exhale breath to push the
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within the Amoraea Egg within the Azurite Flame and Azurite Crystal at the Azur-

within the Amoraea Egg. EXHALE Maharic Current into your Silver Sanctum, using the Exhale

it (Amoraea Egg, Azurite Flame, Azurite Crystal) through and outside of the physical
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a "Chicken"s Egg", while observing the sensation of the Maharic Egg expanding in

of the Maharic Egg expanding in your Azur-A. Take a final Maharic Breath,

into the Maharic Egg, and using a forceful EXHALE breath to "burst" the

burst" the Maharic Egg while pushing the released Rays of Maharic Current throughout your

pale-silver, Amoraea Egg "Throne of Power", within the Azurite Flame, inside of

in the Amoraea Egg, at the Azur-A, give the mental command • "
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tiny Maharic Silver-Egg, the cosmic Amoraea Egg, encased within a deep-Azure-blue

the cosmic Amoraea Egg, encased within a deep-Azure-blue spherical standing-wave.
Imagine

of the Amoraea Egg within the Azurite Crystal. You have entered the place of

Source. The Amoraea Egg, within the Amoraea Gateway and Manu Azurite Flame, is the

Pale-silver Amoraea Egg, within the Eternal Azurite Flame of the deep-Azure-blue

into the Amoraea Egg. EXHALE gently filling the Amoraea Egg with Maharic Current. Imagine

filling the Amoraea Egg with Maharic Current. Imagine now that the Amoraea Egg has

that the Amoraea Egg has begun to awaken, responding to your intention and desire

... the Amoraea Egg now fills with pulsating Pale-silver Maharic Light, and expands,

a beautiful, shimmering Egg of Eternal Life. Imagine now that you can SENSE the

feel the Amoraea Egg fully encasing your physical body, and that an Azurite Flame

within the Amoraea Egg capsule. Extend your imagination to remember that beyond the
Azurite
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Within the Amoraea Egg you and God-Source are one. You ARE NOW your

of the Amoraea Egg around your physical body. · A. VISUALIZE A BLUE SPARK

drawing the Amoraea Egg, Azurite flame and Azurite crystal back into the Azur-A.
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of an "egg" or capsule is formed within the dimensional Unified Field of
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prayed, screamed, demanded, begged, wished, meditated, chanted and droned upward to
the heavens to
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form a small, egg-sized Heliotalic Egg within the Pineal- Le-Teu-A. Breath

egg-sized Heliotalic Egg within the Pineal- Le-Teu-A. Breath normally for several

focused upon the egg-sized Heliotalic Egg at the Le-Teu-A. Now, INHALE

egg-sized Heliotalic Egg at the Le-Teu-A. Now, INHALE and EXHALE slowly,

within the Heliotalic Egg at the Pineal-Le-Teu-A. Take 3 INHALE-EXHALE

with the Heliotalic Egg at the Pineal-Le-Teu-A. Return to gentle Lotus

the energized Heliotalic Egg at the Pineal-Le-Teu-A now begins to move

that the Heliotalic Egg moves slowly forward horizontally toward the Mahadra-Adhrana Code,
but

into the Heliotalic Egg stationed at the Optic Chasm. INHALE a Lotus Breath into

Adhrana-encoded Heliotalic Egg in the Optic Chasm. Return to gentle Lotus Breathing from

energized-encoded Heliotalic Egg now moves backward into the Pineal-Le-Teu-A, and

into the Heliotalic Egg within the Mahadra Cup in Chakra-13 Earth Core. INHALE

draw the Heliotalic Egg upward, back into the Pineal- Le-Teu-A, then EXHALE

the encoded Heliotalic Egg horizontally forward back into the Optic Chasm position. Return to

on the Heliotalic Egg at the Optic Chasm. Imagine that the encoded Heliotalic Egg

the encoded Heliotalic Egg at the Optic Chasm begins to gently spin Clockwise (

until the Heliotalic Egg suddenly pops gently, expanding the Mahadra-Adhrana Code into the
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forms a Heliotalic Egg around The entire Mahadra Cup. INHALE a Lotus Breath from

within The Heliotalic Egg, (still stationed within The Eumbi Crystal), into alignment along

Mahadra Cup/Heliotalic Egg, and observe as The 12. 13. Heliotalic frequency from The

Mahadra Cup/ Heliotalic Egg, one current of frequency running through The Eumbi Band Rod

Mahadra Cup/Heliotalic Egg at The Eumbi Core Crystal Center. Breath gentle Lotus Breaths,

Page:  70

within a Heliotalic Egg still within The center of The Eumbi Point Core Crystal.



Mahadra Cup/Heliotalic Egg back down to its natural Chakra-13 Earth Core position.

position. The Heliotalic Egg surrounding The Mahadra Cup will slowly dissipate on its own.
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thing that was begging me to go find it, that it was an incarnation

Page:  100

it forms an egg-shaped capsule around The Gold and Black Metatronic Cubes at

pushing The Heliotalic Egg, with Gold and Black Metatronic Cubes inside, down into Chakra-

that The Heliotalic Egg with Gold and Black Metatronic Cubes inside is now drawn
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tiny Maharic Silver-Egg, the cosmic Amoraea Egg, encased within a deep-Azure-blue

the cosmic Amoraea Egg, encased within a deep-Azure-blue spherical standing-wave.
Imagine

of the Anioraea Egg within the Azurite Crystal. You have entered the place of

Source. The Amoraea Egg, within the Amoraea Gateway and Manu Azurite Flame is the

Pale-silver Amoraea Egg, within the Eternal Azurite Flam.e of the deep-Azure-

into the Amoraea Egg. EXHALE gently filling the Amoraea Egg with Maharic Current. Imagine

filling the Amoraea Egg with Maharic Current. Imagine now that the Amoraea Egg has

that the Amoraea Egg has begun to awaken, responding to your intention and desire

... the Amoraea Egg now fills with pulsating Pale·silver Maharic Light, and

a beautiful, shimmering Egg of Eternal Life . . Imagine now that you can

feel the Amoraea Egg fully encasing your physical body! and that an Azurite Flame

within the Arnoraea Egg capsule. Extend your imagination to remember that beyond the
Azurite
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the Ar""""~raea Egg you and God-Source are one. You ARE NOW yo11r

of the Amoraea Egg around your physical body. INHALE, and imagine·that the

drawing the Amoraea Egg, Azurite Flame ·and Azurite Crystal back into the kz.
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a "Chicken"s Egg", while observing the sensation of the Maharic Egg expanding in

of the Maharic Egg expanding in your Azur-A. Take a final Maharic Breath,

into the Maharic Egg, and using a forceful EXHALE breath to "burst" the

burst" the Maharic Egg while pushing the released Rays of Maharic Current throughout your

pale-silver, Amoraea Egg "Throne of Power"", within the Azurite Flame, inside of



in the Amoraea Egg, at the Azur-A, give the mental command· "
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"X: \egged, front shin horizontal. Do L TQF. Place palms on floor
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into an ellipticalSphere Egg Shape with pale Silver Light forming the "white of

white of the egg" ... and, deep inside the egg, a brilliant Pale-Yellow-

deep inside the egg, a brilliant Pale-Yellow-Gold "yoke" also emerges ...

Cosmic Khem-Code-Egg" at Chakra 10.

Page:  121

of the "Egg Yoke" and give the Mental Command: "Zendra Rise -

of the Khem-CodeEgg Yoke ... 10 Inhale from the RA Centre and draw

within the "egg yoke" of the Khem-Code at Chakra 1 0. When

xhale reaches the egg-yoke-Khem Code the Pale Aquamarine Spark turns into a

the Khem-Code-Egg at Chakra 1 0, 6" above the head. The K

the Khem-Code-Egg and Aquamarine Zendradon Breathing Tube remain with you, and active

Page:  135

Slt "X" legged, front shin horizontal. Do UQF. Place palms on floor ahead.
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white of the egg" ... and, deep inside the egg, a brilliant Pale- Yellov-

deep inside the egg, a brilliant Pale- Yellov-1-Gold "yoke" also emerges

}\hem-Code-Egg" at Chakra 10. !B

Page:  19

of the "Egg Yoke" and give the Mental Command: "Zandra Rise -

the Khem-Code- Egg Yoke ... 10 Inhale from the RA Centre and draw

within the "egg yoke" of the Khem-Code at Chakra 10. When the

Exhale reaches the egg-yoke-Khem Code the Pale Aquamarine Spark !urns into

the Khem-Code-Egg at Chakra 10, 6" above the head. The K12 Seal

the Khem-Code-Egg and Aquamarine Zendradon Breathing Tube remain with you, and~ from
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the merkaba field, egg-shaped, is the Hove Body. Veca Codes are specificaJiy used
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on the floor crosslegged and horse-ride in comfort. In the cities of Morocco,
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from which the" Egg" (Ova-Urn) of Eternal Living-Light forms within the
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different views. Like eggs within eggs, there is one sphere and energy taking place

Like eggs within eggs, there is one sphere and energy taking place within that

Page:  38

different views. Like eggs within eggs, there is one sphere and energy taking place

Like eggs within eggs, there is one sphere and energy taking place within that
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Source. The Amoraea Egg, within the Amoraea Gateway and ManU Azurite Flame is the

Within the Amoraea Egg you and God-Source are one. You are now your
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like sperm and egg coming together. When they come together, all sorts of things

Page:  140

them as an egg and two sperms? I don"t know. If that would be

would be the egg, one of these would represent the sperm, or let"s say
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They are like eggs within eggs within eggs. The magnetic repulsion zone is actually

like eggs within eggs within eggs. The magnetic repulsion zone is actually what separates

within eggs within eggs. The magnetic repulsion zone is actually what separates the levels

Page:  23

They are like eggs within eggs within eggs. The magnetic repulsion zone is actually

like eggs within eggs within eggs. The magnetic repulsion zone is actually what separates

within eggs within eggs. The magnetic repulsion zone is actually what separates the levels

Page:  27

within spheres and eggs Universal Star Gates 12 within eggs within eggs, of Universal

Gates 12 within eggs within eggs, of Universal Templar you have Kathara Grids within

within eggs within eggs, of Universal Templar you have Kathara Grids within Kathara Grids

Page:  50

Merkaba Fields. COSMIC EGG: Cosmic Radial Bodies and the 15 God-Cells of the

the "Cosmic Egg". The final 8 God Cells form from the Ecka-ManU

the "Cosmic Egg", as the last 8 Cells become the "yoke" at

Page:  51

sphere or Cosmic Egg, surrounding the perpetual creation that takes place within its core.

the original Cosmic Egg is repeated once more within the Amoraea Crystal, creating a

Page:  60

and the Cosmic Egg. Radial Bodies and Eckasha God-Seed Through the perpetual spin

is basically an egg structure at the core of the Merkaba spirals. This is

Page:  61

of the Cosmic Egg. The final 8 God Cells form from the Ecka ManU

become the Cosmic Egg, as the last 8 Cells become the yolk at the



sphere or Cosmic Egg, surrounding perpetual creation that takes place within its core. In

the original Cosmic Egg is repeated once more within the Amoraea Crystal, forming a
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in humans an egg and sperm come together. This involves the integration of the

Page:  67

natural spenn and egg carry and what is the natural interaction between both? •

• Sperm and egg each carry a portion of the core encryption. Both have

DhaLA-Reisha. The egg has around its center a Mahara-Reisha field with the

the Geleziac radiation. Egg carries a Ring of 12 Alons (holding Prana Joules),

full Prana. • Egg and a specific group of sperm both have a set

numbers and the egg the uneven numbers, which correspond with the Allurean Lines (

Axis Lines). When egg and the specific group sperm come together, the process oflife

when spenn and egg come together? • Only the sperm that carries the encryption

will fertilize the egg. This fertilization point takes place on the 6th Allurean Line

Page:  68

When sperm and egg come together, even though the egg still carries the original

even though the egg still carries the original imprint, it gets overpowered by the

Page:  73

Chamber, fertilizes the egg. This always take place on the 6 Allurean Line (
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humans, when an egg and sperm come together, a whole set of things unfold

Page:  46

"chicken or egg" kind of thing. But, they all fit together to form

Page:  65

birthing processes when egg and sperm come together, but our thoughts also. This is

Page:  76

starts when an egg and a sperm come together and there"s a certain point

Page:  77

and sitting cross legged on a low table in hotel rooms, not getting enough

Page:  83

a bit after egg and sperm come together to form the physical shell of

Page:  115

a sperm and egg come together, another distinction is formed in the entire process,

the fertilization of egg and sperm to, to bring a new life together into

Page:  168

happens when an egg and a sperm come together to create the beginnings of

is where the egg and sperm would come together. In fact they have to

Page:  169

when sperm and egg come together. So we all have these structures of Spirit

Page:  175

of fertilization of egg by sperm. This whole process of Hannonic Key Generation and

Page:  219



sperm and an egg come together and actually fertilise. There"s very specific sperms. Sperms

that fertilizes the egg, out of a clutch of them. And it is because

Page:  221

of what was egg and sperm starts to expand and replicate. First it divides,

Page:  222

between sperm and egg, and the things that happen with them. And , each

So literally, the egg and sperm they each carry a piece of the coding

Page:  225

in the sperm/egg combination. But it creates a mess of-there are certain

Page:  255

fertilization of the egg by the sperm, and then you go through the Partiki
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to the fertilized egg) and into the Light Body (which progressively "grows"

Page:  21

point of "egg fertilization," and represents to the "Ascending identity" a quantum

Page:  47

through an energy egg that came out naturally on the abdomen and none of

Page:  114

where these little egg-shaped things are. That"s the symbol I use at the

Page:  187

Light, the "Egg" of Living Light that the Tauren forms There are also

Page:  505

it? Oil They beggars belief I mean really, you just go ... "Um

Page:  513

just sitting cross-legged like, ya know, like Indian style ... kind of float

Page:  546

which the "Egg" (Ova-Urn) of Eternal Living-Light forms within the
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that if somebody bootlegged the tape, or changed it, it wouldn"t do the same

Page:  252

of the creation egg, lets say of light, will separate from it So, Bardoah

Page:  275

they make energy eggs. And then you plant the energy eggs sometimes in water

plant the energy eggs sometimes in water for a while and then sometimes in

birth the energy eggs, but they have to come together in order to make

Page:  333

sperm and an egg come together and fertilize that egg, it is not a

and fertilize that egg, it is not a being yet It is a potential

Page:  368

call the flame egg effect. [to Az] have they seen that? They haven"t

Page:  397

in sperm and eggs, and what happens in fertilization This has to do with

Page:  399

of fertilization of eggs here, that the cell division is wrong, the way, I

Page:  407

that, after the egg and sperm come together they form a tissue, and the

Page:  408

in sperm and eggs when it comes into- as far as the encryption that

fertilization of the egg here in conception, that you can track that through what

this side, when eggs and sperm fertilize to begin baby bodies here. We don"t

Page:  417



fertilization process where egg and sperm meet. There are certain things that are supposed

Page:  418

carried in the egg that would have its EirA field; negative charge EirA field,

of the female egg. And when they come together, the 2 positive and negative

creating that, whenever egg and sperm come together and they should create this, they

creation occurs when egg and sperm come together. And they"re supposed to do the

Page:  419

place?" If the egg and sperm come tog ether and they create, from an

Page:  423

with the fertilized egg and it allows for the Spirit body to come in.

structure that the egg and sperm would take on the outside of the body,

Page:  465

the fertilization when egg and sperm come together. And all sorts of interesting things

Page:  468

sperm and an egg come together. So, it"s also something that happens in very
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were a travelling egg for you to lay inside of, this would be the

Page:  51

fertilization of the egg that made the body here right now. So, I will

Page:  133

in a cross-legged position. And poor Az, he"s running the stuff directly physically.

Page:  219

together and an egg gets fertilized, there is a donated quantum and this becomes

Page:  228

to the fertilized egg) and into the Light Body (which progressively "grows"

Page:  233

point of "egg fertilization," and represents to the "ascending identity" a quantum

Page:  242

grows first. When egg and sperm come together and fertilize the egg, the first

and fertilize the egg, the first thing that grows is the Spirit Body, that"s

Page:  244

from the same egg pattern, right. So, they"re not even getting into exactly how
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if ... when egg and sperm come together down here? So we represent the
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by which an egg and sperm that come together and fertilize go through and

fertilization of the egg. It was a lot longer for the Cosmos, I"m sure,
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1, when an egg and sperm come together. Right at that point, there is

or fertilization of egg and sperm. So this Eiradonis has the ability to override
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of when an egg and sperm come together and a baby forms-as the
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Blue, like the egg"s ring, that would be between the iris-around the iris-
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the point of egg and sperm meeting each other, because of certain things carried

things carried in egg and sperm, that cause a mutation in the fetal development
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free range" poultry, eggs and meats etc), avoid heavily processed, high-sugar/salt and

fried), lentils, beans, eggs and nuts (if no allergies); use "Soy" products
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the volcano guide, Gregg, would be busy on Saturday (the day the volcano
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(similar to reggae) playing on the boat I was on, with some people
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4: Sit cross legged, front shin horizontal. Do L TQF. Place palms on floor
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just be like begging through semiclenched teeth, "Just please deal with this with
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almost like an egg-that carries your own original encryption from Andromeda. So it
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wrap and fish eggs, actually, but they"re translucent They"re like see-through, kind of
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and the Cosmic Egg. Through the perpetual spin of the counter-rotating electromagnetic God

is basically an egg structure at the core of the Merkaba Spirals. This is

of the Cosmic Egg. The final 8 God Cells form from the Ecka ManU

become the Cosmic Egg, as the last 8 Cells become the yolk at the
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sphere or Cosmic Egg, surrounding perpetual creation that takes place within its core. THE

the original Cosmic Egg is repeated once more within the Amoraea Crystal, forming a
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Creation Begins if egg & sperm are organic. The current mutation causes only partial
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to the fertilized egg) and into the Light Body (which progressively "grows"
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EirA Mahara Core- Egg Carries the encryption of the AdorA Eluma-UM with +

fertilization \ G) Egg carries the 7th Axis Edon 1728 encryption: 1 out of

will fertilize the egg together forming the Eluma-UN Core Spark of Life and
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Division of fertilized egg, or ovum, begins within hours of conception. Within a week
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within the fertilized egg, which by the "6th day" of gestation, is sufficient
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of the fertilized egg at the external physical Conception Point. From the Conception Point,
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of the fertilized egg, which is donated from the biological parents upon Conception, when

spenn fertilizes the egg; it begins the potential for new l ife by providing

lanA the fertilized egg, into its final resting place within the etheric duct at

ah;ara1 m Eggcameslhe pranodltl.&ee9 SMionmg Male 6 horizons/ Core 3 Vectors ,.

when sperm fertilizes egg). Initiates Physical Body gestation. Fuels atomic/cellular growth
from Conception/

Veca Merger of Egg and Sperm forms a 7-layer HarA Krysta center field

Ring of the Egg, to form a Prana Spark backflow to EFFI. Oensitboo AX-

Ecka-Vecas When Egg and Sperm join they spark and create a unit of

center of fertilized Egg. Keylontic"" Discourses for Daily living· KDDL"" Course Series·
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of the fertilized egg, which is donated from the biological parents upon Conception, when

sperm fertilizes the egg; it begins the potential for new life by providing a

hin the fertilized egg, into its final resting place within the etheric duct at
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of an "egg" or apsule is fOI"Dltd within W cbmensional Unified Fteld of
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A.zm.lePrtu egg-Procb:b hm) The Rtucht holds the intrinsic coding for
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Ot·u11t Egg of LMug Ligllt). The process m\·oh~s a
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